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Abstract
This paper presents a method for decomposing long, complex consumer health
questions. Our approach largely decomposes questions using their syntactic structure, recognizing independent questions
embedded in clauses, as well as coordinations and exemplifying phrases. Additionally, we identify elements specific to
disease-related consumer health questions,
such as the focus disease and background
information. To achieve this, our approach
combines rank-and-filter machine learning
methods with rule-based methods. Our
results demonstrate significant improvements over the heuristic methods typically
employed for question decomposition that
rely only on the syntactic parse tree.
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Introduction

Natural language questions provide an intuitive
method for consumers (non-experts) to query for
health-related content. The most intuitive way
for consumers to formulate written questions is
the same way they write to other humans: multisentence, complex questions that contain background information and often more than one specific question. Consider the following:
• Will Fabry disease affect a transplanted kidney?
Previous to the transplant the disease was being managed with an enzyme supplement. Will
this need to be continued? What cautions or additional treatments are required to manage the
disease with a transplanted kidney?

This complex question contains three question
sentences and one background sentence. The focus (Fabry disease) is stated in the first question
but is necessary for a full understanding of the
other questions as well. The background sentence
is necessary to understand the second question:
the anaphor this must be resolved to an enzyme
treatment, and the predicate continue’s implicit argument that must be re-constructed from the discourse (i.e., continue after a kidney transplant).
The final question sentence uses a coordination
to ask two separate questions (cautions and additional treatments). A decomposition of this complex question would then result in four questions:
1. Will Fabry disease affect a transplanted kidney?
2. Will enzyme treatment for Fabry disease need to
be continued after a kidney transplant?
3. What cautions are required to manage Fabry
disease with a transplanted kidney?
4. What additional treatments are required to manage Fabry disease with a transplanted kidney?
Each question above could be independently answered by a question answering (QA) system.
While previous work has discussed methods for
resolving co-reference and implicit arguments in
consumer health questions (Kilicoglu et al., 2013),
it does not address question decomposition.
In this work, we propose methods for automatically recognizing six annotation types useful for decomposing consumer health questions.
These annotations distinguish between sentences
that contain questions and background information. They also identify when a question sentence
can be split in multiple independent questions, and

when they contain optional or coordinated information embedded within a question.
For each of these decomposition annotations,
we propose a combination of machine learning
(ML) and rule based methods. The ML methods
largely take the form of a 3-step rank-and-filter
approach, where candidates are generated, ranked
by an ML classifier, then the top-ranked candidate
is passed through a separate ML filtering classifier. We evaluate each of these methods on a set of
1,467 consumer health questions related to genetic
and rare diseases.
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Background

QA in the biomedical domain has been wellstudied (Demner-Fushman and Lin, 2007; Cairns
et al., 2011; Cao et al., 2011) as a means for retrieving medical information. This work has typically focused, however, on questions posed by
medical professionals, and the methods proposed
for question analysis generally assume a single,
concise question. For example, Demner-Fushman
and Abhyankar (2012) propose a method for extracting frames from queries for the purpose of
cohort retrieval. Their method assumes syntactic
dependencies exist between the necessary frame
elements, and is thus not well-suited to handle
long, multi-sentence questions. Similarly, Andersen et al. (2012) proposes a method for converting
a concise question into a structured query. However, many medical questions require background
information that is difficult to encode in a single
question sentence. Instead, it is often more natural
to ask multiple questions over several sentences,
providing background information to give context
to the questions. Yu and Cao (2008) use a ML
method to recognize question types in professional
health questions. Their method can identify more
than one type per complex question. Without decomposing the full question into its sub-questions,
however, the type cannot be associated with its
specific span, or with other information specific to
the sub-question. This other information can include answer types, question focus, and other answer constraints. By decomposing multi-sentence
questions, these question-specific attributes can be
extracted, and the discourse structure of the larger
question can be better understood.
Question decomposition has been utilized before in open-domain QA approaches, but rarely
evaluated on its own. Lacatusu et al. (2006)

demonstrates how question decomposition can improve the performance of a multi-sentence summarization system. They perform what we refer
to as syntactic question decomposition, where the
syntactic structure of the question is used to identify sub-questions that can be answered in isolation. A second form of question decomposition is
semantic decomposition, which can semantically
break individual questions apart to answer them
in stages. For instance, the question “When did
the third U.S. President die?” can be semantically
decomposed “Who was the third U.S. President?”
and “When did X die?”, where the answer to the
first question is substituted into the second. Katz
and Grau (2005) discusses this kind of decomposition using the syntactic structure, though it is not
empirically validated. Hartrumpf (2008) proposes
a decomposition method using only the deep semantic structure. Finally, Harabagiu et al. (2006)
proposes a different type of question decomposition based on a random walk over similar questions extracted from a corpus. In our work, we
focus on syntactic question decomposition. We
demonstrate the importance of empirical evaluation of question decomposition, notably the pitfalls of heuristic approaches that rely entirely on
the syntactic parse tree. Syntactic parsers trained
on Treebank are particularly poor at both analyzing questions (Judge et al., 2006) and coordination
boundaries (Hogan, 2007). Robust question decomposition methods, therefore, must be able to
overcome many of these difficulties.
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Consumer Health Question
Decomposition

Our goal is to decompose multi-sentence, multifaceted consumer health questions into concise
questions coupled with important contextual information. To this end, we utilize a set of annotations that identify the decomposable elements
and important contextual elements. A more detailed description of these annotations is provided
in Roberts et al. (2014). The annotations are publicly available at our institution website1 . Here, we
briefly describe each annotation:
(1) BACKGROUND - a sentence indicating useful
contextual information, but lacks a question.
(2) Q UESTION - a sentence or clause that indicates an independent question.
1
http://lhncbc.nlm.nih.gov/project/consumer-healthquestion-answering
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Figure 1: Question Decomposition Architecture. Modules with solid green lines indicate machine learning classifiers. Modules with dotted green lines indicate rule-based classifiers.
(3) C OORDINATION - a phrase that spans a set of
decomposable items.
(4) E XEMPLIFICATION - a phrase that spans an
optional item.
(5) I GNORE - a sentence indicating nothing of
value is present.
(6) F OCUS - an NP indicating the theme of the
consumer health question.
Further explanations of each annotation are provided in Sections 4-9. To convert these annotations into separate, decomposed questions, a simple set of recursive rules is used. The rules enumerate all ways of including one conjunct from
each C OORDINATION as well as whether or not
to include the phrase within an E XEMPLIFICA TION . These rules must be applied recursively to
handle overlapping annotations (e.g., a C OORDI NATION within an E XEMPLIFICATION ). Our implementation is straight-forward and not discussed
further in this paper. The BACKGROUND and F O CUS annotations do not play a direct role in this
process, though they provide important contextual
elements and are useful for co-reference, and are
thus still considered part of the overall decomposition process.
It should also be noted that some questions are
syntactically decomposable, but doing so alters
their original meaning. Consider the following
two question sentences:

• Can this disease be cured or can we only treat
the symptoms?
• Are males or females worse affected?
While the first example contains two “Can...”
questions and the second example contains the coordination “males or females”, both questions are
providing a choice between two alternatives and
decomposing them would alter the semantic nature of the original question. In these cases, we do
not consider the questions to be decomposable.
Data We use a set of consumer health questions collected from the Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center (GARD), which maintains a website2 with publicly available consumersubmitted questions and professionally-authored
answers about genetic and rare diseases. We collected 1,467 consumer health questions, consisting of 4,115 sentences, 1,713 BACKGROUND sentences, 37 I GNORE sentences, 2,465 Q UESTIONs,
367 C OORDINATIONs, 53 E XEMPLIFICATIONs,
and 1,513 F OCUS annotations. Questions with
more than one F OCUS are generally concerned
with the relation between diseases. Further information about the corpus and the annotation process can be found in Roberts et al. (2014).
System Architecture The architecture of our
question decomposition method is illustrated in
2

http://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/gard

Figure 1. To avoid confusion, in the rest of this
paper we refer to a complex consumer health question simply as a request. Requests are sent to
the independent F OCUS recognition module (Section 4), and then proceed through a pipeline that
includes the classification of sentences (Section 5),
the identification of separate Q UESTIONs within
a question sentence (Section 6), the recognition
of C OORDINATIONs (Section 7) and E XEMPLIFI CATION s (Section 8), and the sub-classification of
BACKGROUND sentences (Section 9).
Experimental Setup The remainder of this paper describes the individual modules in Figure 1.
For simplicity, we show results on the GARD data
for each task in its corresponding section. In all
cases, experiments are conducted using a 5-fold
cross-validation on the GARD data. The crossvalidation folds are organized at the request level
so that no two items from the same request will be
split between the training and testing data.
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Identifying the Focal Disease

The F OCUS is the condition that disease-centered
questions are centered around. Many other diseases may be mentioned, but the F OCUS is the disease of central concern. This is similar to the assumption made about a central disease in Medline
abstracts (Demner-Fushman and Lin, 2007). Often the F OCUS is stated in the first sentence (typically a BACKGROUND) of the request while the
questions are near the end. The questions cannot generally be answered outside the context of
the F OCUS, however, so its identification is a critical part of decomposition. As shown in Figure 1,
we use a 3-step process: (1) a high-recall method
identifies potential F OCUS diseases in the data, (2)
a support vector machine (SVM) ranks the F O CUS candidates, and (3) the highest-ranking candidate’s boundary is modified with a set of rules to
better match our annotation standard.
To identify candidates for the F OCUS, we use a
lexicon constructed from UMLS (Lindberg et al.,
1993). UMLS includes very generic terms, such as
disease and cancer, that are too general to exactly
match a F OCUS in our data. We allow these terms
to be candidates so as to not miss any F OCUS that
doesn’t exactly match an entry in UMLS. When
such a general term is selected as the top-ranked
F OCUS, the rules described below are capable of
expanding the term to the full disease name.
To rank candidates, we utilize an SVM (Fan et

1st UMLS Disorder
SVM
SVM + Rules

E/R
E
R
E
R
E
R

P
19.6
28.2
56.4
89.2
74.8
89.5

R
19.0
27.4
54.7
86.5
72.5
86.8

F1
19.3
27.8
55.6
87.9
73.6
88.1

Table 1: F OCUS recognition results. E = exact
match; R = relaxed match.
al., 2008) with a small number of feature types:
• Unigrams. Identifies generic words such as disease and syndrome that indicate good F OCUS
candidates, while also recognizing noisy UMLS
terms that are often false positives.
• UMLS semantic group (McCray et al., 2001).
• UMLS semantic type.
• Sentence Offset. The F OCUS is typically in the
first sentence, and is far more likely to be at the
beginning of the request than the end.
• Lexicon Offset. The F OCUS is typically the first
disease mentioned.
During training, the SVM considers any candidate
that overlaps the gold F OCUS to be correct. This
enables our approach to train on F OCUS examples
that do not perfectly align with a UMLS concept.
At test time, all candidates are classified, ranked
by the classifier’s confidence, and the top-ranked
candidate is considered the F OCUS.
As mentioned above, there are differences between how a F OCUS is annotated in our data and
how it is represented in the UMLS. We therefore
use a series of heuristics to alter the boundary to a
more usable F OCUS after it is chosen by the SVM.
The rules are applied iteratively to widen the F O CUS boundary until it cannot be expanded any further. If a generic disease word is the only token
in the F OCUS, we add the token to the left. Conversely, if the token on the right is a generic disease word, it is added as well. If the word to the
left is capitalized, it is safe to assume it is part of
the disease’s name and so it is added as well. Finally, several rules recognize the various ways in
which a disease sub-type might be specified (e.g.,
Behcet’s syndrome vascular type, type 2 diabetes,
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 2C).
We evaluate F OCUS recognition with both an
exact match, where the gold and automatic F OCUS
boundaries must line up perfectly, and a relaxed
match, which only requires a partial overlap. As a
baseline, we compare our results against a fully
rule-based system where the first UMLS Disorder term in the request is considered the F OCUS.

We also evaluate the effectiveness of our boundary altering rules by measuring performance without these rules. The results are shown in Table 1.
The baseline method shows significant problems
in precision and recall. It is not able to ignore
noisy UMLS terms (e.g., aim is both a gene and
a treatment). The SVM improves upon the rulebased method by over 50 points in F1 for relaxed
matching. Adding the boundary fixing rules has
little effect on relaxed matching, but greatly improves exact matching: precision and recall are
improved by 18.4 and 17.8 points, respectively.
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Classifying Sentences

Before precise question boundaries can be recognized, we first identify sentences that contain Q UESTIONs, as distinguished from BACK GROUND and I GNORE sentences. It should be
noted that many of the question sentences in our
data are not typical wh-word questions. About
20% of the questions in our data end in a period.
For instance:
• Please tell me more about this condition.
• I was wondering if you could let me know where
I can find more information on this topic.
• I would like to get in contact with other families
that have this illness.
We consider a sentence to be a question if it contains any information request, explicit or implicit.
After sentence splitting, we identify sentences
using a multi-class SVM with three feature types:
• Unigrams with parts-of-speech (POS). Reduces
unigram ambiguities, such as what-WP (a pronoun, indicative of a question) versus whatWDT (a determiner, not indicative).
• Bigrams.
• Parse tree tags. All Treebank tags from the syntactic parse tree. Captures syntactic question
clues such as the phrase tags SQ (question sentence) and WHNP (wh-word noun phrase).
The SVM classifier performs at 97.8%. For comparison, an SVM with only unigram features performs at 97.2%. While the unigram model does a
good job classifying sentences, suggesting this is
a very easy task, the improved feature set reduces
the number of errors by 20%.
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Identifying Questions

Q UESTION recognition is the task of identifying
when a conjunction like and joins two independent
questions into a single sentence:

• [What causes the condition]QUESTION [and what
treatment is available?]QUESTION
• [What is this disease]QUESTION [and what steps
can I take to protect my daughter?]QUESTION
We consider the identification of separate Q UES TION s within a single sentence to be a different task from C OORDINATION recognition, which
finds phrases whose conjuncts can be treated independently. Linguistically, these tasks are quite
similar, but the distinction lies in whether the
right-conjunct syntactically depends on anything
to its left. For instance:
• I would like to learn [more about this condition
and what the prognosis is for a baby born with
it]C OORDINATION .
Here, the right-conjunct starts with a question
stem (what), but is not a complete, grammatical
question on its own. Alternatively, this could be
re-formed into two separate Q UESTIONs:
• [I would like to learn more about this
condition,]QUESTION [and what is the prognosis
is for a baby born with it.]Q UESTION
We make this distinction because the Q UESTION
recognition task requires one fewer step since the
boundaries extend to the entire sentence, preventing error propagation from an input module. Further, the features that differentiate our Q UESTION
and C OORDINATION annotations are different.
The two-step process for recognizing Q UES TION s includes: (1) a high-recall candidate generator, and (2) an SVM to eliminate candidates that
are not separate Q UESTIONs. The candidates for
Q UESTION recognition are simply all the ways a
sentence can be split by the conjunctions and, or,
as well as, and the forward slash (“/”). In our data,
this candidate generation process has a recall of
98.6, as a few examples were missed where candidates were not separated by one of the above conjunctions.
To filter candidates, we use an SVM with three
features types:
• The conjunction separating the Q UESTIONs.
• Unigrams in the left-conjunct. Identifies when
the left-conjunct is not a Q UESTION, or when a
question is part of a C OORDINATION.
• The right-conjunct’s parse tree tag. Recognizes when the right-conjunct is an independent
clause that may safely be split.

P
R
F1
Q UESTION split recognition
Baseline 24.7 82.4 38.0
SVM
67.7 64.7 66.2
Overall Q UESTION recognition
Baseline 87.3 92.8 90.0
SVM
97.7 97.4 97.5

Table 2: Q UESTION recognition results.
For evaluation, we measure both the F1 score
for correct candidates, and the overall F1 for all
Q UESTION annotations (i.e., all Q UESTION sentences). We also evaluate a baseline method that
utilizes the parse tree to recognize separate Q UES TION s by splitting sentences where a conjunction
separates independent clauses. The results are
shown in Table 2. The baseline method has good
recall for recognizing where a sentence should be
split into multiple Q UESTIONs, but it lacks precision. This is largely because it is unable to differentiate clausal C OORDINATIONs such as the above
example, as well as when the left-conjunct is not
actually a separate question. For instance:
• Our grandson was diagnosed recently with this
disease and I am wondering if you could send
me information on it.
The SVM-based method can overcome this problem by looking at the words in the left-conjunct.
Both methods, however, fail to recognize when
two independent question clauses are asking the
same question but providing alternative answers:
• Will this condition be with him throughout his
life, or is it possible that it will clear up?
While there are methods for handling this issue
for C OORDINATION recognition, addressed below, recognizing non-splittable Q UESTIONs requires far deeper semantic understanding which
we leave to future work.
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Identifying Coordinations

C OORDINATION recognition is the task of identifying when a conjunction joins phrases within a
Q UESTION that can in be separate questions:
• How can I learn more about [treatments and
clinical trials]C OORDINATION ?
• Are [muscle twitching, muscle cramps, and
muscle pain]C OORDINATION effects of having silicosis?
Unlike Q UESTION recognition, the boundaries of
a C OORDINATION need to be determined as well
as whether the conjuncts can semantically be split

into separate questions. We thus use a three-step
process for recognizing C OORDINATIONs: (1) a
high-recall candidate generator, (2) an SVM to
rank all the candidates for a given conjunction, and
(3) an SVM to filter out top-ranked candidates.
Candidate generation begins with the identification of valid conjunctions within a Q UESTION annotation. We use the same four conjunctions as in
Q UESTION recognition: and, or, as well as, and
the forward slash. For each of these, all possible left and right boundaries are generated, so in
a Q UESTION with 4 tokens on either side of the
conjunction, there would be 16 candidates. Additionally, two adjectives separated by a comma and
immediately followed by a noun are considered a
candidate (e.g., “a [safe, permanent]C OORDINATION
treatment”). In our data, this candidate generation
process has a recall of 98.9, as a few instances exist in which a conjunction is not used, such as:
• I am looking for any information you have
about heavy metal toxicity, [treatment,
outcomes]E XEMPLIFICATION +C OORDINATION .
To rank candidates, we use an SVM with the
following feature types:
• If the left-conjunct is congruent with the highest node in the syntactic parse tree whose rightmost leaf is also the right-most token in the leftconjunct. Essentially, this is equivalent to saying whether or not the syntactic parser agrees
with the left-conjunct’s boundary.
• The equivalent heuristic for the right-conjunct.
• If a noun is in both, just the left conjunct, just
the right conjunct, or neither conjunct.
• The Levenshtein distance between the POS tag
sequences for the left- and right-conjuncts.
The first two features encode the information a
rule-based method would use if it relied entirely
on the syntactic parse tree. The remaining features
help the classifier overcome cases where the parser
may be wrong.
At training time, all candidates for a given conjunction are generated and only the candidate that
matches the gold C OORDINATION is considered
a positive example. Additionally, we annotated
the boundaries for negative C OORDINATIONs (i.e.,
syntactic coordinations that do not fit our annotation standard). There were 203 such instances in
the GARD data. These are considered gold C O ORDINATION s for boundary ranking only.
To filter the top-ranked candidates, we use an
SVM with several feature types:

Baseline
Rank + Filter

E/R
E
R
E
R

P
28.1
62.9
38.2
78.5

R
36.5
75.8
34.8
69.0

F1
31.8
68.7
36.4
73.5

Table 3: C OORDINATION recognition results.
E = exact match; R = relaxed match.
• The conjunction.
• Unigrams in the left-conjunct.
• POS of the first word in both conjuncts. C O ORDINATION s often have the same first POS in
both conjuncts.
• The word immediately before the candidate.
E.g., between is a good negative indicator.
• Unigrams in the question but not the candidate.
• If the candidate takes up almost the entire question (all but 3 tokens). Typically, C OORDINA TION s are much smaller than the full question.
• If more than one conjunction is in the candidate.
• If a word in the left-conjunct has an antonym
in the right conjunct. Antonyms are recognized
via WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
At training time, the positive examples are drawn
from the annotated C OORDINATIONs, while the
negative examples are drawn from the 203 nongold annotations mentioned above.
In addition to evaluating this method, we
evaluate a baseline method that relies entirely
on the syntactic parse to identify C OORDINA TION boundaries without filtering. The results
are shown in Table 3. The rank-and-filter approach shows significant gains over the rule-based
method in precision and F1 . As can be seen in
the difference between exact and relaxed matching, most of the loss for both the baseline and ML
methods come in boundary detection. Most methods overly rely upon the syntactic parser, which
performs poorly both on questions and coordinations. The ML method, though, is sometimes able
to overcome this problem.
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Identifying Exemplifications

E XEMPLIFICATION recognition is the task of identifying when a phrase provides an optional, exemplifying example with a more specific type of information than that asked by the rest of the question. For instance, the following contains both an
E XEMPLIFICATION and a C OORDINATION:
• Is there anything out there that can help
him [such as [medications or alternative
therapies]C OORDINATION ]E XEMPLIFICATION ?

We could consider this to denote 3 questions:
• Is there anything out there that can help him?
• Is there anything out there that can help him
such as medications?
• Is there anything out there that can help him
such as alternative therapies?
In the latter two questions, we consider the phrase
such as to now denote a mandatory constraint on
the answer to each question, whereas in the original question it would be considered optional.
E XEMPLIFICATION recognition is similar to
C OORDINATION recognition, and its three-step
process is thus similar as well: (1) a high-recall
candidate generator, (2) an SVM to rank all the
candidates for a given trigger phrase, and (3) a set
of rules to filter out top-ranked candidates.
Candidate generation begins with the identification of valid trigger words and phrases. These include: especially, including, particularly, specifically, and such as. For each of these, all possible
right boundaries are generated, thus E XEMPLIFI CATION s have far fewer candidates than C OORDI NATION s. Additionally, all phrases within parentheses are added as E XEMPLIFICATIONs. In our
data, this candidate generation process has a recall
of 98.1, missing instances without a trigger (see
the example also missed by C OORDINATION candidate generation in Section 7).
To rank candidates, we use an SVM with the
following feature types:
• If the right-conjunct is the highest parse node
as defined in the C OORDINATION boundary feature.
• If a dependency relation crosses from the rightconjunct to any word outside the candidate.
• POS of the word after the candidate.
As with C OORDINATIONs, we annotated boundaries for negative E XEMPLIFICATIONs matching
the trigger words and used them as positive examples for boundary ranking.
To filter the top-ranked candidates, we use two
simple rules. First, E XEMPLIFICATIONs within
parentheses are filtered if they are acronyms or
acronym expansions. Second, cases such as the
below example are removed by looking at the
words before the candidate:
• I am particularly interested in learning more
about genetic testing for the syndrome.
In addition to evaluating this method, we evaluate a baseline method that relies entirely on the

Baseline
Rank + Filter

E/R
E
R
E
R

P
28.9
39.5
60.8
80.4

R
62.3
84.9
58.5
77.4

F1
39.5
53.9
59.6
78.8

Type
C OMORBIDITY
D IAGNOSIS
FAMILY H ISTORY
ISF
L IFE S TYLE
S YMPTOM
T EST
T REATMENT
Overall: Micro-F1 :

Table 4: E XEMPLIFICATION recognition results.
E = exact match; R = relaxed match.
syntactic parser to identify E XEMPLIFICATION
boundaries and performs no filtering. The results are shown in Table 4. The rank-and-filter
approach shows significant gains over the rulebased method in precision and F1 , more than doubling precision for both exact and relaxed matching. There is still a drop in performance when going from relaxed to exact matching, again largely
due to the reliance on the syntactic parser.
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Classifying Background Information

BACKGROUND sentences contain contextual information, such as whether or not a patient has
been diagnosed with the focal disease or what
symptoms they are experiencing. This information was annotated at the sentence level, partly because of annotation convenience, but also because
phrase boundaries are not always clear for medical
concepts (Hahn et al., 2012; Forbush et al., 2013).
A difficult factor in this task, and especially on
the GARD dataset, is that consumers are not always asking about a disease for themselves. Instead, often they ask on behalf of another individual, often a family member. The BACKGROUND
types are thus annotated based on the person of
interest, who we refer to as the patient (in the linguistic sense). For instance, if a mother has a disease but is asking about her son (e.g., asking about
the probability of her son inheriting the disease),
that sentence would be a FAMILY H ISTORY, as
opposed to a D IAGNOSIS sentence.
The GARD corpus is annotated with eight
BACKGROUND types:
•
•
•
•

C OMORBIDITY
D IAGNOSIS
FAMILY H ISTORY
ISF (information
search failure)

•
•
•
•

L IFESTYLE
S YMPTOM
T EST
T REATMENT

ISF sentences indicate previous attempts to find
the requested information have failed, and are a
good signal to the QA system to enable more indepth search strategies. L IFESTYLE sentences describe the patient’s life habits (e.g., smoking, exercise). Currently, the automatic identification of

P
R
F1
# Anns
0.0
0.0
0.0
23
80.8 80.3 80.5
690
67.4 38.4 48.9
151
75.0 65.9 70.1
41
0.0
0.0
0.0
13
76.6 48.1 59.1
320
37.5
4.9
8.7
61
87.3 35.0 50.0
137
67.3 Macro-F1 : 39.7

Table 5: BACKGROUND results.
BACKGROUND types has not been a major focus
of our effort as no handling exists for it within our
QA system. We report a baseline method and results here to provide some insight into the difficulty of the task.
BACKGROUND types are a multi-labeling problem, so we use eight binary classifiers, one for
each type. Each classifier utilizes only unigram
and bigram features. The results for the models are shown in Table 5. C OMORBIDITY and
L IFESTYLE are too rare in the data (23 and 13
instances, respectively) for the classifier to identify. D IAGNOSIS questions are identified fairly
well because this is the most common type (690
instances) and because of the constrained vocabulary for expressing a diagnosis. The performance
of the rest of the types is largely proportional to
the number of instances in the data, though ISF
performs quite well given only 41 instances.
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Conclusion

We have presented a method for decomposing
consumer health questions by recognizing six annotation types. Some of these types are general
enough to use in open-domain question decomposition (BACKGROUND, I GNORE, Q UESTION,
C OORDINATION, E XEMPLIFICATION), while others are targeted specifically at consumer health
questions (F OCUS and the BACKGROUND subtypes). We demonstrate that ML methods can
improve upon heuristic methods relying on the
syntactic parse tree, though parse errors are often difficult to overcome. Since significant improvements in performance would likely require
major advances in open-domain syntactic parsing,
we instead envision further integration of the key
tasks in consumer health question analysis: (1) integration of co-reference and implicit argument information, (2) improved identification of BACK GROUND types, and (3) identification of discourse
relations within questions to further leverage question decomposition.
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